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Best Regards to All of You!

O

ur understanding of communication has fundamentally changed over the last decade, with the internet
becoming the main medium to spread and publish all
sorts of information. After a long period of restricted access
to scientific publications controlled by powerful publishers,
the era of open access has arisen. The most successful player
in the field, PLoS one, already publishes 1 of every 60 published articles. But who is going to pay for open access? What
are its benefits and drawbacks?
Read about the opinions of scientists, publishers, and
public funding bodies in our new issue. And furthermore, review the history of scientific publishing and the movement of
Open Science, enjoy our comic on Open Access, and browse
through the numerous websites and open source software
we have recommended.
In the public discussion on copyright issues in the music
and arts industries, it is often pointed out that users expecting things for free presents a major problem. Open access to
science, on the other hand, is financially plausible as it refers
to access - at no charge to the user - to research that has
often been publicly funded. This debate will probably have
a huge impact on the scientific realm, so keep yourself updated!
Besides open access, we would like to present to you Prof.
Halina Machelska from the Department of Anesthesiology,
former students of the MedNeuro program Sandra Zurborg
and Francesco Boato, as well as Nefeli Slavi and EkaterinaMaria Lyras, current students and winners of the poster prize
of the Berlin Brain Days 2011.
Enjoy reading and spread the word about open access!
- Marietta

Introducing the New PhD Representatives
Dear MedNeuro students,
We were elected as PhD representatives at the last PhD Meeting. We would like to thank you for your confidence in us.
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Marietta Zille
marietta.zille@charite.de

Julia Rummel
julia.rummel@charite.de

We want to bring your interests, concerns, and suggestions
forward to discuss them with the office and the program
committees. We both studied in the Master’s program from
2008-2010 and joined the PhD program in fall 2010; therefore, we know the program very well! If you have any problems or suggestions, please don’t hesitate to contact us.
Enjoy research!
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A Jaunt Through the History of the Scientific Journal

W

hen thinking about the history
of publishing, two things spring
to mind as key issues to be addressed before scientific publishing - as
we know it today - could be established.
The first is the means to publish: the
equipment to print articles easily and
cheaply. The second is more fundamental: the idea that publishing is both necessary and useful.
The invention of the movable type
printing press by Johannes Gutenberg in
1439 kicked off an era where the number
of books increased exponentially over a
few centuries, although for a long time
the texts of choice were mainly religious.
The first scientific journals were published in 1665, when the French Journal
des sçavans and the British Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society
appeared on the scene. Although the
practicalities of publishing were sorted
by this stage, the issue of whether findings actually should be published was

still up for debate. Many scientists at this
stage were deeply skeptical about the
need to make their discoveries public,
to the extent that some only published
in code. Isaac Newton, for example, used
anagrams to disguise the meaning of his
works for all but a few colleagues before
finally publishing openly in 1672.
For ages, Latin was the language of
European diplomacy, religion, and academia. This was partly due to the prevailing belief that truly profound philosophical and scientific thought could only be
described in an ancient and grammatically complex language. Post-reformation, when people started practicing religion in their own languages, publishing
in more modern European languages
slowly became more common. But, by
the 19thcentury, there was a new lingua
franca of science: German. This came
about because of the academic powerhouses that formed in cities such as Vienna and Berlin, and it remained so until

the 1930s when the Nazis came to power.
Their anti-intellectual and anti-Semitic
policies led to a mass exodus of scholars, many to English speaking countries,
as well as a general rejection of German
language as the chief means of scientific
communication.
Fast-forwarding several decades, we
get to ‘the second Gutenberg revolution’:
electronic publishing, established in the
early 1990s by projects such as TULIP, an
Elsevier venture that supplied a number
of US universities with weekly offline ejournals. This paved the way for online
databases such as PubMed (launched
by NIH in 1996, but with listings for articles from as early as 1809) and online
access through websites such as nature.
com (1996) and ScienceDirect (1997). As
we perch on the edge of the academic
spring, it seems big changes are ahead,
but scientific publishing is no stranger to
change. (er)

The Position of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft:
Scientific Information in the Digital Age
By Dr. Johannes Fournier, Scientific Library Services & Information Systems & Co-Chair
of the Working Group Open Access of the Alliance of German Science Organisations

E

asy access to scientific literature has huge benefits for
the research community, for industry, and for the public. Providing research results in open, re-usable digital
formats facilitates the transfer of knowledge both within the
scientific community, from research to industry and economy, enables broad participation of all parts of society, and is
especially beneficial to small and medium-sized enterprises.
Since the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) is convinced that open access is a major precondition for initiating
innovative developments, the DFG supports open access in
its various flavors, e.g. by supporting the federation of repositories, by funding the establishment of new, innovative open
access journals, and by initiating the set-up of publication
funds to help cover open access author fees. In order to make
more research results openly available, the DFG recommends
to facilitate a combination of self-archiving and open access
publishing. This recommendation takes into account that, on
the one hand, repositories are likely to be the backbone of
future scholarly communication via virtual research environments, and are also essential for long-term archiving; on the
other hand, open access journals bring the welcome and often necessary advantage of providing scholarly prestige to
the authors. Moreover, the attribution of open licenses (e.g.
Creative Commons Licenses) which clearly define whether
re-use of the scientific content is allowed might, depending
on publication agreements, only be possible in the case of
articles from open access journals.

Since funds to provide access to scientific information are
not expected to rise, it is important to establish mechanisms
which balance the costs between licensing and open access;
thus, helping to form and smoothen the transition from the
subscription to the open access model. Innovative models for
licensing, which aim at introducing open access and re-use
elements in subscriptions, will play an important role in this
regard.
The DFG stresses that open access is not only about accessibility, but also - as a step further - about the opportunity
to re-use scientific information in other contexts without financial, technical or legal barriers. To realize open access,,
the DFG cooperates with various partners, e.g. in the Alliance
of German Science Organisations or with its Knowledge Exchange partners.
Further Reading
• www.dfg.de/dfg_magazin/forschungspolitik_standpunkte_perspektiven/open_access/gefoerderte_projekte
• Priority Initiative “Digital Information” of the Alliance
of German Science Organisations: www.allianzinitiative.
de/en
• http://www.allianzinitiative.de/fileadmin/openaccess.
pdf
• The website of Knowledge Exchange: www.knowledgeexchange.info
www.medical-neurosciences.de
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A Scientist‘s Statement on Open Access:
Smart Move Away from Subscription Models
By Sebastian Nordhoff, Linguist and Member of the Pirate Party

P

ublishing does not come for free. Even with the advent
of digital publishing, the processing of a scientific article still requires non-negligeable effort (both technical
and administrative). This effort has to be provided either by
dedicated volunteers or against remuneration.
The current model of remuneration is the subscription model: the reader pays the publisher. This model has a number of
weaknesses, the most serious one being that it overcharges
the reader, and hence the public. The subscription model
should be replaced with another model, the most promising
one being the author-pays model. In this model, the author
pays the publisher for the processing of the article. We can
estimate that a publisher can run at no loss with a processing
fee of €1000/article. This is the rate that PLoS One charges
- and they are profitable. Economies of scale will reduce this
fee further. The total cost of publishing the world’s annual
output of 1.5M scientific articles at PLoS One rate is then

Today’s question is not whether
we want the author-pays model,
but how we get there.
€1500M. The turnover at Elsevier is €2500M a year. This
means that the public pays more to one publisher alone for
a subset of the world’s output when it could have the whole
output for half.
Today’s question is not whether we want the author-pays
model, but how we get there. The main obstacle is the prisoners’ dilemma of researchers: old journals have a higher
reputation than newer journals, and open access journals are
new. Every individual researcher’s best interest is to publish
in the most prestigious journal, even if this leads to a very
bad allocation of resources on the global level. Solving this
dilemma is the main political task at hand. Two competing
principles come into play: The freedom of academia and the
maxim ‘paid by the public = available to the public’, both part
of the Pirate’s electoral program. There are legal, psychological, and technical aspects to it, which I will now discuss in
turn.
The legal domain is the least well suited: Germany enjoys
academic freedom and the government should not meddle
with the inner affairs of universities, such as prescribing in
what venues to publish. One promising legal measure - which
would not interfere with academic freedom - would be to
grant authors an unalienable right to archive preprints. This
is in line with the Pirates’ general stance to shift power from
middlemen like publishers to the actual creators, and would
assure that all articles are effectively green Open Access.
More promising is the psychological incentive structure.
Next to publications, successful grant applications are becoming more important for the careers of researchers. While
the federal government cannot dictate publication venues,
funders can. Third party funders like the DFG, the VW Foundation or the Thyssen Foundation are free to require OA publication of the results of the projects they fund. The federal
government can stimulate these bodies to implement such
2012 International Graduate Program Medical Neurosciences

regulations. This means that grants can only be won by researchers who agree to publish OA.
One problem of the author-pays model is that the author
spends money on a publication that they would rather spent
on something else, like books, equipment, assistance, or conference trips. Publication competes with these other needs,
and to reduce publication costs under the subscription model becomes very attractive for the individual researcher. To
remedy this, publication costs must be taken out of the competition. This can be done by setting up a federal fund for OA
publications: article processing charges will be paid by that
fund rather than by the individual author’s budget. Savings
on subscription costs can be used to set up the fund. Furthermore, the federal government can establish best practices and certify journals. Private sector publishers have seen
the marketing potential of OA and brand products as open,
when in fact they are not. A list of ‘certified open’ journals
(e.g. according to opendefinition.org) can help researchers to
choose.
Science is one of the forerunners of globalization, and
international venues like PLoS are available to German researchers without action from the German government.
However, depending on the culture of an academic discipline,
researchers might not publish in English, or might prefer national venues over international ones. These disciplines can
be supported by setting up a platform comparable to PLoS on
a national or European level.
The Pirate Party endorses the freedom of Academia. Nonlegislative means to move towards an author-pays OA model
are most in line with this principle, such as concertation of
funders, establishing best practices, and setting up an OAplatform for less globalized disciplines. This can be complemented by strengthening the creators’ legal position regarding self-archiving.

Sebastian Nordhoff is a linguist working on language
documentation and Linked Open Data in linguistics at
the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology
in Leipzig. He co-edited a Green OA volume earlier this
year (“Linked Data in Linguistics”, Springer). A Golden
OA edited volume (“Electronic Grammaticography”, U
Hawai’i Press) and a closed access edited volume (“The
Genesis of Sri Lanka Malay -- Extreme language contact”,
Brill) are to follow later this year. He is active in the Open
Knowledge Foundation Working Group on Open Data in
Linguistics (http://linguistics.okfn.org/) and is currently
working on the integration of typological data into the
Linguistic Linked Open Data Cloud.
Outside of academia, he is citizen deputy of the Pirate
Party for transparency and participation in FriedrichshainKreuzberg and has brought the Publink-project to the
BVV Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg.
The views expressed here are his personal views and
are not necessarily endorsed by MPI-EVA, the MPG, or the
Pirate Party.
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The Cost of Knowledge
By Nikolas Karalis, MSc Student Medical Neurosciences

I

n January 2012, Timothy Gowers, a
distinguished British mathematician
and recipient of the Fields Medal,
published on his blog his decision not to
submit manuscripts, review articles or
do editorial work for journals published
by the publishing company Elsevier. His
proposal for a website where academics
could publicly declare their unwillingness
to contribute to Elsevier journals was
followed by the creation of ‘The Cost of
Knowledge’ website by Tyler Nelson. ‘The
Cost of Knowledge’ acts as a central point
of the ongoing boycott and online petition. At the moment, more than 10,000
scholars from various fields have joined
the cause.
The original statement of this campaign was signed by 34 mathematicians,
stating that Elsevier was targeted as a
particularly egregious example of everything that is wrong with the current system of commercial publication. The hope
of the boycott is that it will help spur
positive changes in the whole scholarly
publishing industry. The profit margin
of Elsevier in 2010 was 36 % with $ 3,14
billion in revenue and is characteristic of
the high profit margin in the publishing

industry that comes as a result of the low
publishing costs and very high prices to
read scientific publications.
Some of the main arguments against
Elsevier’s publishing practice are the high
prices charged for access to publications
and the bundling of subscriptions that
result in a situation where the selection
of journals becomes extremely expensive
for libraries. The subscription to each of
these journals can cost universities up to
€20.000 per year, a cost that the publishers claim is necessary to sustain a highquality peer review process; however, this
is provided voluntarily by the academics.
Another important argument has been
the position of Elsevier in supporting the
Research Works Act (RWA), a proposed
legislation in the USA that would not allow government agencies to require free
access to publicly funded research.
Recently, the Wellcome Trust, the second largest non-governmental funder of
medical research in the world and one
of the main supporters of open access,
has taken the decision to force the academics it funds to make their work freely
available and publish it in open access
journals. Furthermore, Wellcome Trust is

in the final stages of launching an open
access high calibre scientific journal
called eLife, in cooperation with the Max
Planck Society and the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute. According to Sir Mark
Walport, director of Wellcome Trust, the
new journal will compete directly with
journals like Nature and Science and its
articles will be freely available online as
soon as they are published. This follows
the paradigm of the PLoS group that
publishes many open-access journals,
including PLoS ONE, which is currently
by volume the largest scientific journal in
the world.
Only time will tell whether this movement, dubbed the ‘academic spring’ by
the press, will achieve its goals, which are
critical for the future of science, but the
first steps seem fruitful and promising.
Further Reading:
• Gower’s original blog entry: http://
gowers.wordpress.com/2012/01/21/
elsevier-my-part-in-its-downfall/
• The cost of knowledge - http://
thecostofknowledge.com
• Wellcome Trust - http://www.
wellcome.ac.uk/

Interesting Links about Open Access & Knowledge Part 1
Name

Description

Website

Coursera

Free high quality courses from top universities

https://www.coursera.org/

Create Change

Educational initiative to change the way of
publishing/scholarly communication

www.createchange.org

Directory of Open Access Journals
(DOAJ)

Directory of over 7600 open access journals
up to now

http://www.doaj.org/

Educational Freeware

Learning games, software, and websites for
science and others

http://www.educational-freeware.com/
category-Science.aspx

Free Science

More than 2000 free scientific books

http://www.freescience.info/

Open Access: Opportunities and
Challenges - a Handbook -

Joint publication of the European Commission
and the German Commission for UNESCO

http://www.unesco.de/openaccess.
html?L=1

Open Access Week

A global event helping to make Open Access a
new norm in scholarship and research

http://www.openaccessweek.org/

open-access.net

Information platform about open access

http://open-access.net/de_en/

OpenEEG

Free software for do-it-yourself EEG devices

http://openeeg.sourceforge.net/doc/

Open Knowledge Foundation - OpenEEG siehe wiki

Community to promote open knowledge
around the world, with working groups you
can actively participate in

http://okfn.org

OpenSpending

Tracks government and corporate financial
transaction across the world

http://openspending.org/
www.medical-neurosciences.de
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The Position of the Publisher Elsevier on Open Access
By Dr. Alicia Wise, Director Universal Access at Elsevier

A

t Elsevier, we have a vision for a future world in which
there is universal access to high-quality information. We
actively work to realize this vision. Not only by developing our offering of open access publishing options, but also in
partnership with an array of other organizations such as United
Nations agencies, libraries, and other publishers to provide free
access to scientific information in the world’s poorest countries.
And our list of access initiatives continues to grow.
Open access is certainly one suite of ways we can extend
access. The term ‘open access’ is an umbrella term for many
different things but primarily refers to business models where
publishing costs are covered through author-side payments (e.g.
by funders) rather than reader-side payments (e.g. by libraries).
At Elsevier, we currently publish 13 open access titles, and more
than 1,200 of our subscription journals offer authors the option
to make their article available open access. Also, 43 of our titles
have open access archives and we have flexible posting policies
that enable authors to share their articles with peers.
Although overall open access publishing only accounts for
about 6.5 % of scientific articles, this percentage is growing and
the model is very important to some authors. If an author has
the preference and resources to publish open access, we want
to be able to provide them with the options they need.In the future, we will continue to see a mix of open access and subscrip-

tion business models in academic publishing. The challenge is to
ensure that open access models continue to evolve in ways that
are sustainable. There is a question about how far or fast these
models will scale. In 2011, for example, Elsevier managed the submission and peer review of 928,000 manuscripts and the actual
publication of 321,000 articles. And the number of submissions
is growing each year. We do not simply rely on the voluntary effort of academics to manage this process, no matter what you
may read! We invest heavily in professional staff, editors and
systems that make all of this possible, and incur costs to do so
which are in addition to the costs of the underlying research itself. We also take responsibility to look after the scholarly record
in the long term, for example, through long-term preservation
partnerships with organizations such as CLOCKSS.
Sustainable business models, in any form or shape, allow us
to continue to make these investments, enabling us to continue adding value to the scientific community in the decades to
come.
Further Information:
• Elsevier Access Initiatives: http://www.elsevier.com/
wps/find/intro.cws_home/access_initiatives
• Elsevier Open Access Choices: http://www.elsevier.
com/wps/find/intro.cws_home/open_access

Now, How can Publishers Make Open Access Work?
By Bettina Görner, Manager Open Access at SpringerScience + Business Media

T

he idea behind Open Access (OA) is intriguing: What
author wouldn’t want his or her article to be accessible
to everyone with an internet connection? Accessible to
employees in small or medium enterprises, scholars in developing countries, all of the author’s colleagues - simply to
everyone.
But how can a publisher make this work? Haven’t we always
sold subscriptions? Is this the end for Springer?
Originally, Springer heard about the interest in this new
business model from its customers - librarians. As an experiment with OA, Springer launched ‘Open Choice’ in 2007. This
so-called hybrid option, offered in the majority of Springer’s
subscription journals, allows the author to choose how the
article will be published. After acceptance, the author can
either publish via the classical subscription route or - via payment of a fee - make the article open access. In the second
case, the article will be immediately available free of charge
to the reader at SpringerLink and through PubMed Central.
The copyright remains with the author and the article is published under a Creative Commons license.
At the same time, a growing number of scholars started
publishing in fully OA journals. These are journals with 100
percent OA articles, for example, those published by BioMed
Central (BMC) and PLoS. BMC publishes 230 fully-OA journals in all areas of biology and medicine, among them Molecular Neurodegeneration (IF 5.36) and Journal of Neuroinflammation (IF 5.76). Most of the journals finance themselves
via so-called article processing charges. These charges are
2012 International Graduate Program Medical Neurosciences

paid by the funder, the institution, grant money, the library
or by other means of the research infrastructure. In turn, all
articles are freely available, at the publisher platform and in
PubMed Central.
In 2008, BMC became part of the Springer family and
helped us to further develop our OA offerings. Springer started SpringerOpen, a suite of fully OA journals in all disciplines.
SpringerOpen focuses on areas where OA is still relatively
new: mathematics, hard sciences such as physics and engineering, and also social sciences like psychology, economics,
etc. The communities are different, but the business model
and mechanics of OA are just the same.
‘Gold OA’, in which articles are published in an OA journal
through the payment of a fee, is not so different from the
classical subscription model. Authors submit, we as the publisher organize the peer review and take the necessary steps
to properly publish the article. Whether the money comes
from a subscriber to read the article or from the author-side
to publish the article, Springer is still recovering the costs
necessary to produce articles and journals. So in the end,
Springer can make this work, and will continue to assist you
in publishing your research. Check it out for yourself at
www.springer.com/openaccess!
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Open Access Publishing: PLoS

T

he first time I heard about the Public Library of Science
(PLoS) was at a talk about cancer research at Stanford.
The talk was given by Nobel laureate Harald Varmus
with a vivid discussion to follow, as is normal after a scientific
talk. But, at some point the questions got more curious, the
atmosphere suddenly changed from ‘interested’ to ‘excited’.
It was at this point that the discussion had transcended from
cancer research to open access publishing. In 1993, Harald
Varmus had become the director of the National Institutes
of Health (NIH). Since the NIH has a budget of almost $30
billion, accounting for almost a third of the expenses of all
medical research costs in the US, he thought it would be fair
that the research that is sponsored by tax payers through
the NIH should be freely available to the public. “Later”, he
said, “I realized that this was a little bit too naive”. Rich and
influential publishing companies lobbied at congress and a
couple of months later, Varmus was no longer the director
of the NIH.
But back to Stanford and the discussion. In the audience
one guy in particular, with a gigantic mop of curly grey hair,
got involved with answering the questions. I later learnt that
this was Pat Brown, one of the creators of the Public Library
of Science. Some of his grad students took the time to explain to me more about the concept behind the Public Library
of Science (they also gave me a purple T-Shirt that showed
Jesus and the rhetorical question “where would Jesus publish?”)
So what is the Public Library of Science?
The Public Library of Science started in 2001 as an initiative
of scientists who pledged to stop publishing in journals that
would not make their content freely available to the public.
Two years later, they started their very first Journal: PLoS Biology. This journal became the top journal in the category of
biology within only a few years, with a current impact factor
of 12.472. Later, several other journals were added, among
them ‘PLoS ONE’, which publishes research that makes
it through the review process independent of whether the

content seems ‘sexy enough’ to
the journal editors. Obviously, this
pulls down the impact factor, but
makes PLoS ONE the largest journal in the world. After having started with only 138 articles in 2006,
within 5 years PLoS ONE reached
almost 14,000 articles. This means that of the thousands of
journals indexed in PubMed, PLoS ONE publishes 1 of every
60 published articles!
What is special about these journals?
They are special because they are published under the Creative Commons attribution license, which means that “The
only constraint on reproduction and distribution, and the
only role for copyright in this domain, should be to give authors control over the integrity of their work and the right to
be properly acknowledged and cited”. This basically means
that everyone is free to copy and publish any content, as long
as the authors and source are cited.
Who is paying for open access to scientific articles?
The publication costs are covered by a publication fee that
the authors have to pay. These vary between $1350 (e.g.
PLoS ONE) to $2900 (e.g. PLoS Biology) although fees can
be waived if the authors do not have sufficient funds to cover
the publication fees. However, a lot of institutions, such as
the Max Planck Society, have declared that they will pay the
publication fee for all their scientists, independent of the
scientists’ individual funds. After all, the cost for publishing
in other journals, with their page charges and fees for color
pictures (sometimes up to several hundred dollars), add up
to quite a sum as well. Also, once published, the university
libraries then have to pay for those articles again - an amount
that often sums up to several million dollars per year. (bb)
Further Reading:
• Why Current Publication Practices May Distort Science,
Young et al., PLoS Med, 2008

"There is but one journal: The scientific literature." – Richard Gordon

Comment on Open Source
By Ralf Ansorg, Computer Scientist

U

sing open source software is no longer just a nerdy
choice of freedom. It has, in a sense, been newly discovered by non-nerdy users who want to retain their
liberty, freedom, and ability to change something.
Users are now getting involved in matters they perhaps
would not have dreamt of previously. They modify the code as
they please, exactly as they want, to enhance or speed up dusty
segments of code. Modern distribution workflows and systems
have been developed to accomplish and enhance this kind of
freedom. Everyone can participate, share or just comment in
the global community of open source software development.
There is no ‘by hook or by crook we will get you’ - you are a free
person (adapted from the television series “The Prisoner”).
Take the popular Ubuntu Linux (or any other distribution) on
a live CD for a little afternoon spin: you may discover that

it is not as unhandy as it used to or even is ‘supposed‘ to
be. Even better, use a bootable USB device, boot it, and the
smell of both freedom and security blows straight, but mildly,
into your face, and may even take your breath away. Keep it
in your pocket just in case you need it, maybe to help out a
friend to recover his lost data.
As tempting as this whole picturesque dream world may
sound, open source, per se, is neither invincible nor invulnerable. It takes devoted eyes to discover fraudulent or even
malicious code. But usually, as in movies, the good guys take
over control and the whole thing goes on smoothly.
Further information:
• Find a distribution that matches your needs and
machine: http://distrowatch.com/
www.medical-neurosciences.de
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Open Source Software & Freeware in Science
Category

Name

Function

Website

Image Analysis & Processing

Cell profiler

Quantitative measurement of phenotypes from thousands of
images automatically

http://www.cellprofiler.org/

G3data

Extraction of data from graphs

http://www.frantz.fi/software/g3data.php

Gimp

Manipulation of images, e.g. image composition, authoring,
retouching

http://www.gimp.org/

ImageJ

Image processing and analysis, e.g. area calculation, pixel
values, density histograms, geometric transformations

http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/

Inkscape

Vector graphics editor with capabilities similar to Illustrator
and CorelDraw

http://inkscape.org

IrfanView

Image viewer, simple image processing, plugin for batch
converting DICOM images to common graphics formats

http://www.irfanview.com/

MRIcro

DICOM viewer for Windows and Linux

http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricro/

MRIcron

Successor to MRIcro, conversion of DICOM images to Analyze and NIfTI standards

http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron/

OsiriX

DICOM viewer for Mac

http://www.osirix-viewer.com/

Other DICOM viewers and servers

http://www.cabiatl.com/mricro/dicom/
index.html

Dia

Draw structured diagrams

http://dia-installer.de/

Graphviz

Graph visualization

http://www.graphviz.org/

GNU PSPP

Statistical analysis on sampled data, replacement for the
proprietary program SPSS

http://www.gnu.org/software/pspp/

GNU Octave

Numerical computation, solutions for linear and nonlinear
problems, data visualization and manipulation

http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/

G*Power3

Statistical power analysis

http://www.psycho.uni-duesseldorf.de/
abteilungen/aap/gpower3/

KyPlot

Analyze numerical data and create graphs and schemes

http://www.pricelesswarehome.org/WoundedMoon/win32/kyplot.html

Matplotlib

Python 2D plotting library, generation of plots, histograms,
power spectra, bar charts, errorcharts, scatterplots, etc.

http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/

NumPy/SciPy

Scientific computing, n-dimensional array manipulation,
routines for numerical integration and optimization

http://scipy.org/

Orange

Data visualization and analysis, data mining through visual
programming or python scripting, components for machine
learning

http://orange.biolab.si/

R

Statistical computing and graphics

http://www.r-project.org/

Scilab

Numerical computation, 2- and 3-D graphical functions,
statistics

http://www.scilab.org/

LaTeX

Document preparation system with features for technical &
scientific documentation

http://www.latex-project.org/

LyX

Document processor based on the structure of your documents (WYSIWYM) and not on their appearance (WYSIWYG),
combines Tex/LaTeX with a graphical interface

http://www.lyx.org/

LibreOffice

Personal productivity suite, including Writer (like Word), Calc
(like Excel), Impress (like PowerPoint), Draw (diagramming
& charting tool), Math (to insert equations & formulas in
documents), and Base (manager for databases)

http://www.libreoffice.org/

Open Office

Suite for word processing, spreadsheets, presentations,
graphics, databases, and more

http://www.openoffice.org/

Kod

Text/code editor for Mac

http://kodapp.com/

Notepad++

Text/code editor for Windows

http://notepad-plus-plus.org/

Statistics &
Data/Graph
Visualization

Text Processing
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Category

Reference
Manager

WWW & Internet Applications

DNA Sequencing/ Editing
& Co.

Working with
Photos and
Videos

Misc

Name

Function

Website

Scribus

Desktop publishing, page layout, color separations,
CMYK and Spot Color support, ICC color management,
PDF creation

http://www.scribus.net/

PDFCreator

Create pdfs, digital signing, encrypt PDFs

http://sourceforge.net/projects/pdfcreator/

PDF24 Creator

Create PDFs, merge and split, extract pages, copy
pages from a PDF to another PDF, secure a PDF

http://en.pdf24.org/

JabRef

Reference manager

http://jabref.sourceforge.net/

Mendeley

Reference manager and academic social network, read
and abbitate PDFs, import and organize PDFs from
your computer, EndNote, Papers or Zotero, collaborate
with your colleagues

http://www.mendeley.com/

Zotero

Reference manager

http://www.zotero.org/

Chromium

Browser project behind Google Chrome

http://www.chromium.org/

Dropbox

File-hosting service, network storage to store and
share files and folders across the internet

https://www.dropbox.com/

FileZilla

FTP client and server to share data

http://filezilla-project.org/

Firefox

web browser

http://www.mozilla.org/

GnuPG

Encryption/Signing of data and communication/emails

http://www.gnupg.org/

Pidgin

Messenger, chat client

http://www.pidgin.im/

Thunderbird

Email and news client

http://www.mozilla.org/thunderbird/

TOR & Vidalia

Anonymity/proxy, the client Vidalia comes bundled
with a fully configured Firefox.

https://www.torproject.org/projects/vidalia.html.en

EMBOSS
Needle

Pairwise DNA sequence alignment (website)

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/emboss_
needle/nucleotide.html

FinchTV

Chromatogram viewer

http://www.geospiza.com/Products/
finchtv.shtml

GENtle

DNA and amino acid editing, plasmid maps, restriction
and ligation, alignments

http://gentle.magnusmanske.de/

PlasMA DNA

Plasmid mapping and analysis

http://bitesizebio.com/articles/plasmadna-free-cross-platform-plasmid-mapping-and-analysis-software/

Sequence
Editor

Conversion of DNA and RNA sequences (website)

http://www.fr33.net/seqedit.php

F-Spot

Personal photo management to share, touch-up, find
and organize images

http://f-spot.org/

FFmpeg

Record, convert, stream and play multimedia content
(audio & video)

http://ffmpeg.org/

Mplayer

Mediaplayer

http://www.mplayerhq.hu/

VLC

Mediaplayer

http://www.videolan.org/vlc/

Brasero

CD/DVD burning

http://projects.gnome.org/brasero/

FreeMind

Mind-mapping

http://freemind.sourceforge.net/

Git

Version control of files

http://git-scm.com/

KeePassX

Password manager

http://www.keepassx.org/

Mercurial

Version control of files

http://mercurial.selenic.com/

NeuroTools

Simulation Setup, parameterization, data management, analysis, and visualization

http://neuralensemble.org/trac/NeuroTools

Psychtoolbox

Matlab and GNU/Octave functions for vision research,
synthesize and show visual and auditory stimuli

http://psychtoolbox.org

Task Coach

ToDo manager to keep track of personal tasks and
todo lists

http://taskcoach.org/

TrueCrypt

Disc encryption, create virtual encrypted disk

http://www.truecrypt.org/

VirtualBox

Create virtual environments on operating systems

https://www.virtualbox.org/
www.medical-neurosciences.de
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Open Data for Open Science
By Nikolas Karalis, MSc Student Medical Neurosciences

T

he term open science refers to the
idea of making the scientific research and data widely and freely
available to the society. It is based primarily on the ideas of open access publication and open data.
Similar concepts of open collaboration
and citizen science have been successfully implemented in the fields of astronomy [1] and mathematics [2]. In the field of
neurosciences, only recently have a few
open data projects emerged that aspire
to promote and accelerate the onerous
research necessary in order to address
today’s challenges in the exploration of
the brain.
The ‘Whole Brain Catalog’ [3] is one
such project developed by a team of
researchers from the University of California, San Diego. Consisting of an open
source client-server platform and 3D
virtual environment, this tool provides
rich 3D views for researchers to explore
structures deep within the mouse brain

in a multiscale spatial framework. Another interesting project, the ‘Allen Brain
Atlas’ [4], was developed by the Allen
Institute for Brain Science. The Allen
Brain Atlas currently contains genomewide, high resolution atlases of gene expression throughout the developing and
adult brain, human and mouse brain as
well as connectivity maps for the mouse
brain using techniques such as in situ
hybridization, projection mapping and
transgenic characterization. This allows
researchers to explore the areas of differing gene expression in the brain and
understand the neuronal pathways. The
‘Human Connectome Project’ [5], sponsored by the National Institutes of Health
(NIH), is a project led by two consortia
and its goal is to build a comprehensive
map of the neural connections in the human brain. To do so, they will scan 1,200
healthy adults using functional magnetic
resonance imaging, magnetoencephalography and electroencephalography,

diffusion tractography, and behavioral
test data.
Open data seems to be the future direction followed by some of the largest
projects in the field of neurosciences.
This comes as a consequence of the huge
amount of data available, making meaningful analysis of these data challenging
and thus rationalizes the choice of freely
sharing data and the right of their analysis to the public.
References:
[1] Galaxy Zoo: http://www.galaxyzoo.
org/
[2] Polymath: http://michaelnielsen.
org/polymath1/index.php
[3] Whole Brain Catalog: http://www.
wholebraincatalog.org
[4] Allen Institute Brain Map: http://
www.brain-map.org/
[5] Human Connectome Project:
http://www.neuroscienceblueprint.
nih.gov/connectome

The Importance of Open Source
By Dominik Lang and Matthias Matousek, Members of the Chaos Computer Club

O

pen source is not about giving away software for free,
but about freedom and progress. The freedom to
use software for any purpose increases productivity
immensely, while severe restrictions strongly curtail any
such ambitions. Limiting the use of software also limits its
potential, whereas lifting the restrictions allows people to
experiment and encourages creativity.
With access to the source, it is possible to study, learn
from, reuse and improve upon code without spending valuable time reinventing the wheel. As a side effect, open source
often leads to higher quality software through the contribution of more people with a varied skill set.
Open source is about sharing knowledge; a concept our
civilization would not have reached its current level of tech-

nology without. The freedom to publish a project incorporating parts of other open source projects encourages the formation of a cycle of give and take, which constitutes a crucial
contribution to progress.
As an example, the World Wide Web as we know it, consists
almost entirely of servers running open source software, enabling people to communicate and share information easily,
quickly, and securely over the entire globe.
Open source software plays a significant role in many
fields, improves the lives of many people and is a driving
force behind technological and scientific advancement.
Further Information:
• Chaos Computer Club: http://www.ccc.de/en/

Interesting Links about Open Access & Knowledge Part 2
Name

Description

Website

OpenStudents

Blog for students about open access to
research

http://www.openstudents.org/

Registry of Open Access Repositories
(ROAR)

Provides timely information about the
growth and status of repositoires

http://roar.eprints.org/

Scholarly Publishing and Academic
Resources Coalition (SPARC)

International alliance of academic and research libraries working to correct imbalances in the scholarly publishing system

http://www.arl.org/sparc/
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If Farming Were Like Science...
I‘m a farmer.
I produce potatoes.
Can you sell them
for me?

And you have to clean and sort all these
carrots that another farmer delivered.
I would do it myself, but I guess you should
do it since you‘re the farming expert...

PNAS
Plants & Natural Agriculture Stuff

Sure, but you have
to pay me a horrendous
price to do so...
The Research Information Network has calculated
that the time researchers spend on peer review
sums up to over two billion Euro globally .

To publish an article in JBC, you have to pay at least 50 Euro per
page and 200 Euro per color figure (Black and white figures are
free, although they encourage you to use color figures...).
My family is hungry.
Can I take some of the carrots?

Actually,
the shop
pays for itself
just with this
advertisement.

Sure, if you pay for it...
PNAS
ral Ag
ricult

Natu

ure S
tuff
S
MER
FAR C
JB
buy rs !
to
c
tra

Can I take some of my
own potatoes for them?
Sure ... in six months!
To read Nature for one year you have to pay 250 Euros (or
your institution pays 3000 Euros for the print version only),
even if you write and review articles for them.
Nature allows authors to publish their own articles on
their website – but only six months after publication.

Why do you stay
in scie.. eh, farming??

I just love farming!

The printed issues, which actually cost the publishers money
for printing and shipping, are covered with advertisements.
And how do you make
money for your family?

European Union Subsidaries.
I actually rarely spend time in the fields,
because I have to fill out forms all the time...

It is a general assumption that people who like to earn money
move to Industry and those who love science stay in Academia.

According to the ´Higher Education Research
Institute Survey, 1999` University Professors
can only spend 18% of their time in Research..

(bb)
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Brain in Press
Brain attack!

- How ‘Mobile Stroke Units’
cause better outcome for stroke patients

Glial attack! -

‘Mobile Stroke Units’ could half the waiting times
for stroke patients to receive treatment. This is the result of a study published in The Lancet Neurology, in
which Mobile Stroke Units were tested in 100 patients.
These special ambulances are fitted with CTs and lab
equipment to enable a quick diagnosis of the stroke’s
cause. To ensure the correct treatment of stroke, it is
crucial to elucidate whether the reason is a blood clot
or a hemorrhage. In the case of a clot, thrombolysis is
the treatment of choice; a remedy which would be fatal
for a hemorrhagic stroke. However, the time window
for such treatment is limited to 4.5h and less than 15 to 
40 % of stroke patients reach the hospital in this time.
With a Mobile Stroke Unit, diagnosis can already be
made on the way to the hospital, thereby reducing the
time until the physician chooses the treatment. Since
February 2011, a study lead by Charité-neurologist Heinrich Audebert has also been investigating this concept
with another 200 patients. Audebert hopes that these
ambulances will be used beyond the end of the project.
However, it still needs to be clarified who will finance
the equipment that costs up to half a million EUR as opposed to €125,000 for a normal ambulance. (jr)

Cannabis has a broad application spectrum for various
diagnoses. Its beneficial therapeutic effects often outweigh a major side effect of THC, namely disturbances
of temporary information storage. Why working memory is affected by THC has remained unclear so far. However, a researcher from the University of Ottawa has
now found a surprising indication: it is not triggered by
affecting neurons, but astrocytes instead. This, in fact,
is the first study showing that astrocytes have an impact
on working memory. Zhang and colleagues placed mice
treated with THC in the Morris Water Maze and observed an increased latency to find the hidden platform
compared to naïve mice. Subsequently, mice which had
the THC-binding site CB1R knocked-out on either neurons or astrocytes were tested. Animals whose receptors were selectively knocked-out on astrocytes were
immune against the memory-disturbing effect of THC.
However, in mice with the neuronal CBR1-knock-out,
the induced deficit was persistent. It is hypothesized
that THC binding on astrocytic CBR1 provokes an increase of glutamate that disrupts information processing. Hence, the ultimate goal would be to selectively activate neuronal receptors and reap the benefits without
the negative impact on working memory. (jr)

Source: http://www.spiegel.de/wissenschaft/
medizin/0,1518,826668,00.html

cognitive impairments

How THC-treatment causes

Source: http://www.gehirn-und-geist.de/alias/hirnforschung/unterschaetzte-helfer/1143965

Freeze attack! - How yummy ice cream causes headaches
Right at the start of this years ice cream season, a researcher form Harvard Medical School has now figured out why
drinking ice cold beverages or eating ice cream can induce immediate headaches. Serrador and colleagues observed
the cerebral blood flow of 13 healthy volunteers while they consumed iced water. Using transcranial Doppler, they
showed that the onset of sudden headaches was associated with an acute increase of blood flow in the anterior cerebral artery, followed by artery constriction as soon as the pain disappeared. The neurologist assumed this effect to be
a self-protective mechanism: vasodilatation allows more warm blood to reach the brain and thereby prevents it from
cooling down. However, this sudden influx might also increase pressure thereby triggering pain that is relieved once
the vasoconstriction starts to lower the pressure again. (jr)
Source: http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/04/120422231742.html

Dr. Harebrained & Digging
Deeper
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Neuroscience in Your Everyday Life
Why is it again that we Yawn?

T

his question is probably as old as yawning itself and
still remains to be answered, although there are a lot of
interesting hypotheses out there:
1. Respiratory and circulatory hypothesis
The most widely believed and oldest hypothesis that
yawning functions to regulate levels of oxygen and carbon
dioxide. However, studies by Provine and colleagues showed
that when measured in a controlled environment, yawning
frequency was not affected by manipulating levels of oxygen
and carbon dioxide [1].
2. Mental attribution hypothesis and social/communication hypothesis
This hypothesis claims that just thinking about yawning makes you yawn [2] and is closely linked to the social/
communication hypothesis. Yawning is understood across
cultures and frequently occurs in social contexts. Moreover,
everyone has experienced a yawn being ‘contagious’. Interestingly, the susceptibility to contagious yawning correlates
with empathic skills. This is reduced, for example, in patients
with autism or schizophrenia. However, experimental data
are lacking and highly debated [3,4].
3. Arousal hypothesis
This hypothesis proposes that yawning facilitates arousal.
The experimental data suggest that yawning indeed occurs
during progressive drowsiness or sleepiness, which would be
compatible with the hypothesis. However, EEG data could not
show specific arousing effects of yawning on the brain or the
autonomic nervous system [4].
4. Thermoregulation hypothesis
This is one of the most recent hypotheses and puts forward that yawning functions as a brain cooling mechanism.
The mechanism proposed being an increase in brain temper-

(bb)

ature triggers a yawn and the physiological reactions following promote a return to brain thermal homeostasis. However,
again, experimental data remain sparse and highly debated
[3,4].
Nevertheless, here are a few facts that we know for sure:
Yawning is a phylogenically old property and occurs in four
vertebrates classes: mammals, reptiles, birds and fish. A
yawn is characterized by a standard cascade of movements
over a 5– to 10-second period. The mouth opens widely for 4
to 6 seconds with simultaneous retraction of the tongue, and
is usually combined with retroflexion of the head and sometimes elevation of the arms. Numerous neurotransmitters,
neuropeptides, and hormones have been found to be implicated in the control of yawning; amongst others, dopamine,
acetylcholine, glutamate, serotonin, nitric oxide, adrenocorticotropic hormone related peptides, oxytocin, and steroid
hormones facilitate yawning, whereas opioid peptides have
an inhibitory effect [4].
What is there to be concluded? Ladies and gentlemen, there’s
research to be done!
[1] Provine et al., Behav Neural Biol, 1987
[2] Provine, Ethology, 1986
[3] Gallup, Neurosci Biobehav Rev, 2011
[4] Guggisberg et al., Neurosci Biobehav Rev, 2010
Do you also sometimes wonder about the simple neuroscientific questions in everyday life, but don’t really feel like
looking them up right away? For questions like this, just mail
us your question (cns-newsletter@charite.de) and Dr. Harebrained will give us his explanation in the next issue! Our next
issues question: Why is it again that hypnosis works? (vl)

Winners of the Poster Prize of the Berlin Brain Days 2011
Nefeli Slavi and Ekaterina-Maria Lyras

D

uring the first year of the Master’s program, we both
did a rotation in the same laboratory; however, our
projects did not have any connection at that time.
Months later, talking about our progress, we were surprised
to realize that we were actually studying opposite sides of
the same coin. Just like that, we came up with the idea of
combining our projects in a poster for the BBD 2011, but
“How can our results be combined?” we were wondering.
This was both a great opportunity and a big challenge.
After hours of head breaking, we eventually figured out
a solution and entitled our poster “Functional expression of
TRPV1, TRPM8 and TRPA1 in human conjunctival epithelial
cells”. The conjunctiva’s major function is to provide the
tear film mucous layer which covers the cornea. Dysregulation of this tissue can cause dry eye syndrome (DES) characterized by hypertonic tear production. The hyperosmolar
tear film in DES is the crucial point of connection between
the disease and Transient Receptor Potential (TRP) channel
expression and function. Various TRP channels are osmoregulated and the regulation of basal tear flow has been
associated with TRPs-dependent impulse activity. TRPV1,
TRPM8 and TRPA1, known as heat and cold receptors respectively, are non-selective cation channels that function
as principal temperature sensors of the mammalian sensory

system. These channels are co-expressed in many tissues.
Our studies focused on the characterization of calcium
regulation by these channels in human conjunctival epithelial
cells (HCjEC) using highly sensitive investigation methods.
Upon heat or cold stimulation, as well as chemical agonist
and antagonist application, electrophysiological recordings
and intracellular calcium imaging indicated the functional expression of heat-sensitive TRPV1 and cold-sensitive TRPM8/
TRPA1 in HCjEC. Therefore, we suggest that inhibition of putative TRPV1 or cold stimulation via TRPM8/TRPA1 channels
may help to prevent a hyperosmolar tear film from damaging
the ocular surface. The selective drug modulation of these
channels may provide a novel approach to suppressing inflammatory responses observed in DES.
We worked together on every step, from the abstract to
the final poster and its presentation. Through discussion and
communication we had the chance to see how each one of
us thought about the project and interpreted the data. The
outcome was a reflection of our independent laboratory work
and our further cooperation. The poster prize was definitely
unexpected but we are glad that many people were interested in our topic. One of us (Karina) already published her data,
whereas the other one (Nefeli) is continuing the project as
her MSc thesis.
www.medical-neurosciences.de
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Prof. Dr. Halina Machelska
By Anne Schwerk, PhD Student, MedNeuro

I

n this issue, we would like to introduce
Prof. Dr. Halina Machelska who does
pain research at the Department of Anesthesiology, Charité Campus Benjamin
Franklin.
AS: You graduated with a Master of Science degree in Biology, was it always
clear for you that you would become a
researcher and did you ever regret that
decision?
HM: Actually, this happened by chance.
After graduation, I wanted to be a teacher.
However, back then in Poland, there were
hardly any jobs for teachers. So I went back
to the Institute of Pharmacology in Kraków
where, earlier, I did my internship. They
had a vacant position and so I discovered
science and my interest in it. I have never
regretted that decision. Science gives so
much freedom in what you do and which
project you want to pursue. You can always
do something different. There are not many
other jobs in which you can do this.

ropeptides, and only in the 1980s, were
they also found in immune cells. The fact
that immune cells could alleviate inflammatory pain by producing and secreting
opioid peptides was an unexpected and
exciting finding that time, and I got very
interested in it. While here in Berlin, I transferred these findings to neuropathic pain
(which develops after injury to nerves),
and we obtained similar results.

What has changed over the years in pain
research?
Up to the 1970s, basic pain research was
almost exclusively based on acute pain
models, not really related to the clinical
situation. Only in the late 1980s and 1990s,
models of pathological conditions such as
inflammation and neuropathy were developed. Based on my own experience, I must
say that when I was doing my PhD (at an
exclusively basic research institution), I
was pretty much removed from the clinic.
More recently this has changed possibly
because I have been working at medicallySince your PhD at the Department of oriented universities. There is clearly more
Molecular Neuropharmacology, Institute awareness of the need for close basic and
of Pharmacology, you seemed to focus clinical research interactions.
on pain; what made you become so interested in this field?
In the field of pain amelioration, what
My old lab in Kraków - where I went back looks like one the most promising future
to due to the lack of teaching positions – targets for you?
was involved in pain research and awakThere will be no magic pill which kills
ened my interest for this subject. In those all the pain. Chronic pain needs to be contimes, pain was not really recognized as an sidered the way it actually is: 'sensory and
independent entity; it was more seen as a emotional experience'. As such, it requires
symptom of other pathologies. Within the a multidisciplinary management in which
last few decades, it has become clear that pharmacology needs to be combined with
in many situations pain can be a disease on psychology, physiotherapy, and occupaits own. Still, regardless whether as a symp- tional therapy. This was already proposed
tom or as an independent disease, pain in the early 1960s but was either unrecogaffects millions of people worldwide and nized or not taken seriously.
requires close attention. I became quickly
fascinated and started researching it. My You did a postdoctoral fellowship in the
PhD work focused on interactions between USA, why did you choose the States?
opioids (such as morphine) and nitric oxide
This was again a coincidence. I wanted
(a hot topic at that time) at the spinal cord to do my postdoctoral training abroad and
level in pain modulation.
in 1996 at the International Narcotics Research Conference (INCR) in Long Beach,
I found many papers relating to immune I had a discussion at my poster with the
mechanisms of pain regulation (you even head of the lab from the Johns Hopkins
wrote a book on this topic), is this a spe- University in Baltimore. There was an open
cial interest of yours?
postdoctoral position requiring experiI eventually discovered this link during ence in behavioral pain testing, and a few
my postdoctoral fellowship at Johns Hop- months later, I was there. A year later the
kins University and NIH in Baltimore; it group moved to Berlin, and I continued my
was the focus of my research group. Opi- work first at the Freie Universität and afoid peptides (such as endorphins and en- ter the merge of medical faculties, at the
kephalins) were considered classical neu- Charité.
2012 International Graduate Program Medical Neurosciences

In what aspects did your work change
since you became a professor?
There is definitely more administrative work to get funding and grants, and
to keep the lab going. There is of course,
a higher need for ideas and new projects,
and more responsibilities towards others,
particularly because of teaching and mentoring students; but I really enjoy it.
Can you name some more of your preferred work activities?
As I said, I really like teaching and mentoring, and thinking and inventing new
ideas and projects.
How can I imagine the process of getting new project ideas in your case?
Usually, I sit at the computer and ask
myself – based on the existing studies –
what is unanswered yet, could be interesting, and what do I expect to see. When I
get an idea I check whether similar studies
have already been executed. If not, I plan
some preliminary experiments, discuss
these with colleagues, and when the results are promising, I write a detailed proposal.
Are there more topics of interest for you
in neurosciences apart from pain?
Generally, I was always interested in the
function of the nervous system in both
physiology and pathology. Yet, since the
PhD training, my main focus has been on
pain, which by now has became so complex that to get updated on all its aspects
(including psychology, genetics, gender
differences) a lot of time is needed. There
is not much time left to really get familiar
with other fields.
What do you think will be the big milestones in neuroscience research in the
future?
I do not believe that there will be a magic invention that will change everything,
but we definitely need a better translation

Lab Report
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of basic research to clinical conditions. We
did gain an enormous basic mechanistic
knowledge; yet, we are often far away
from successful clinical application. I
think, one reason is that many studies lack
thoroughness and are interpreted too optimistic and often incorrectly, leading to
disappointing clinical results. Therefore,
we need to verify the way we do research
by putting strong emphasis on careful
and devoid of shortcuts design, performance, and data analysis. This needs to
be supported by a close dialog between
basic and clinical researches.
Do you think a research career is rewarding and joyful, keeping in mind the
many over hours, stress and payment?
Yes! If you really like your job, it does
not matter. Science is my thing, something I really like to do; I think this is most
important. If you like your subject you
are highly motivated and passionate; you
don't mind being in the office every day
until 7 pm, while still continuing to read
articles back home. Of course, there is
also huge pressure, expectations and
constant evaluations of your work, but it
is definitely worth it.
What do you consider your greatest
achievements so far?
I would always say: it could be more
and better, but it was nice when I recently
found out that at least some of my work
seems to be recognized by others in the
field. For example, an older article of

mine, which was actually published in a
relatively low-ranked journal, is still cited,
or the two more recent papers were considered 'important' or 'the most complete
and convincing'. This is very encouraging.
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cols, the way they function, are horrible:
extremely time-consuming and counterproductive.

Where would you see yourself ideally in
ten years from now?
I would like to keep doing what I do:
So you don't consider your professor- science.
ship as a big achievement?
Oh, no, that's only a position, a title. What other passions do you follow beApparently, it needs to be supported by sides neuroscience?
appropriate achievements and is needed
I would not call it passion, but back
in academia – and I am happy to have it then during my studies at the university,
– but my goal was always to do good re- there was a phase where I would write posearch, not just to collect titles.
ems; I just had a need to put my thoughts
on the paper in that form. And I used to
Would you say it is harder for a woman do aerobics. But right now, I must say, I
to get a professorship?
do not find much time for other activiWell, statistics definitely show that, but ties; most of it is taken by my job, and I
– I must say – I have not experienced dis- have two children who are always in some
crimination of that kind. Back in commu- need. In the evening at home, I usually
nist Poland, women had to have a job and cook, and in the meantime check homebe basically 'the same' as men. Clearly, work. Still, I like the arts, and if I have time
this 'equality' was never 'equal' as work- I visit galleries and museums, and lately
ing women often had two full-time jobs, I even acquired a few pieces (to support
one at work and the other at home. Thus, young artists). Recently, I also re-discovfor me it was 'normal' that often women ered baking so we have muffins, scones,
had to work more and harder than men. and cookies every weekend, which makes
This is apparently not the best solution, everyone around very happy.
and clearly, women are under-represented in senior positions.
What would your message be to aspiring neuroscience students today?
Which moments are really frustrating
Foster your motivation, passion, and
and hard to cope with?
interest. Be open to other fields, but
Oh, administrative work is not my fa- maintain the main focus. And, be honest
vorite, and I really dislike dealing with and thorough in your research.
animal ethics protocols. Animal protoThank you very much, Halina.

Of Men, Matters, and Mice
By Apoorva Rajiv Madipakkam, MSc Student Medical Neurosciences

W

hen I first heard the word Catwalk during my lab rotation with the research group of Prof. Dr. Andreas
Meisel, visions of elegant models dressed in beautiful clothes floated before me. However, I soon learnt that
the lovely models of this particular Catwalk were going to be
mice, and Haute Couture did not have a place in the Catwalk
at the lab.
CatWalk is a unique method to analyze gait in rodents. It
is highly sensitive compared to other existing tests for locomotor analysis such as: footprint analysis, grid walk and
ladder-rung test.
The CatWalk system is based on the principle of total internal reflection and light scattering. The apparatus is a long
glass plate, illuminated with a fluorescent light that gets reflected internally in the glass. When a paw touches the glass,
light exits the area and scatters at the paw, illuminating the
contact area. A high-speed camera present below the glass
plate captures this print. The advantage is that gait is quantified under voluntary conditions; the animal is not forced to
run across the walkway. The only similarity it probably has to
a ‘catwalk’ is that the entire room is dark, except for the illuminated walkway. This serves to improve the signal-to-noise

ratio. The system can detect a variety of gait parameters and
generate a large amount of data from a single experiment,
which can be overwhelming if you do not know what you are
looking for.
My lab rotation project focused on the long-term functional outcome in mice after transient cerebral ischemia
and blockade of the stroke-induced immunodepression syndrome. CatWalk was one of the major experiments that we
performed in order to study the functional outcome for the
animals. Apart from this, we also used electromyography to
study changes in muscle conduction velocity.
This large friendly group works on different aspects of
ischemia including mechanisms of neuroprotection and epigenetic factors that may be involved in response to the insult.
Several different techniques can be learnt while working with
them, and it seems quite impossible to leave them without
feeling enriched.
Further reading on the CatWalk system:
• Koopmans et al., Physiol Behav., 2007
• Hetze et al., J Neu Methods, 2012
www.medical-neurosciences.de
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Sandra Zurborg
A Conversation with Sandra Zurborg, PhD Medical
Neurosciences.

S

andra was a student in the Medical
Neurosciences program from 2003
to 2009. She finished her Master’s
in 2005 and did her PhD in Paul Heppenstall’s group on the topic “Defining
a function for the ion channel TRPA1”.
After her graduation in 2009, Sandra
continued working as a postdoc for three
years before she decided to quit her scientific career.
MZ: Sandra, thank you very much for
taking the time to tell your former
peers and the current neuroscience
community in Berlin about what you
are doing now. What did you do after
finishing the PhD in Medical Neurosciences?
SZ: I did a postdoc at the European
Molecular Laboratory (EMBL) in Monterotondo, near Rome. There, I worked on
several transgenic mouse models, which
would serve as tools for the investigation
of peripheral sensory neurons in more
detail. I was interested and motivated to
do research in the field of somatosensory
systems by the fact that research in this
field is still years behind that of other
sensory systems. Novel mouse models
could allow for better targeting and accessibility of the very small neurons and
their channels in vivo.
After three years as a postdoc, you
decided to quit science and to work as
a scientific/personal assistant at the
Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig. What
do you do exactly as a scientific assistant?
I scientifically assist Prof. Dr. Tania
Singer, an expert in Social Neuroscience,
and her research staff at the Max Planck
Institute in any way possible. I particularly
enjoy that I have a large variety of tasks.
Among others, I write official reports

for the department as well as grant and
ethics applications. Moreover, I edit and
proofread manuscripts, deal with press
requests and applicants as well. Organization of meetings and workshops is also
part of my job.
Why did you quit your scientific career?
I think that I lost my enthusiasm for
science over the years. Without enthusiasm you cannot survive in academia. The
work as a researcher is often not very rewarding - or at least, it takes a long time
to get the reward, such as a publication

Without enthusiasm
you cannot survive
in academia.
after some years of hard work. At some
point in my career, I was simply convinced
that I am not made for pursuing a scientific career and for following this very
competitive and hierarchical career path.
Moreover, I was convinced I would gain a
more private quality of life by quitting. I
never regretted my scientific career as I
have learned a lot of things that are of
value and necessary for my current position. However, I really enjoy my new job,
also because I am still in a scientific environment with a lot of insightful scientific
input. Thus far, I am very happy with the
change of my career and I do not wish to
be back at the bench.
You mentioned that you learned a lot
during your scientific career. So how
did you benefit from the Medical Neurosciences Program?
A prerequisite for my current job position is excellent knowledge about how
the whole science apparatus is working.

I need to know about conference organization, grant writing, copy editing, infrastructural aspects, and many other
things. It would be difficult to know all
these things without having worked as a
scientist myself. Therefore, I know about
the needs and can organize all kinds of
things accordingly. My background in
Neuroscience is of course beneficial as
well, since the department in Leipzig is
focusing on Social Neuroscience.
What was your scientific background
before you joined the program?
I have a Bachelor’s degree in Cognitive Science from the University of Osnabrück. During that time, it became clear
that I wanted to focus on Neuroscience
– a reason why I applied for the Medical
Neuroscience Program in Berlin.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years
from now?
I do not plan and do not want to plan
that far ahead. Sometimes, life and its
circumstances can change suddenly and
I want to keep all possibilities open. I am
curious to see what life will still offer to
me.
What other passions do you follow besides neuroscience?
One of my passions is progressive
metal and going to concerts. Dancing
(rather unprofessional) is also a hobby of
mine. Moreover, I like to travel, especially
doing road trips through countries I have
never been to.
Thank you, Sandra. (mz)

The Humboldt Prize of Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin - 2012 You can apply again for the Humboldt Prize, which is awarded for the best thesis completed as part of the following degree
programs:
- Bachelor's Degree - €750
- Master's Degree, Magister, Diploma, State Exams - €1500
- Doctoral Degree - €3000
The work must have been completed after the application deadline of the previous year (July 1, 2011) and must have been
graded with a "summa cum laude", sehr gut (1.5) or an "A". Deadline for application: July 01, 2012.
Further information: http://www.hu-berlin.de/forschung/wiss_nachw/58_nl/1
2012 International Graduate Program Medical Neurosciences
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Francesco Boato
A Conversation with Francesco Boato, PhD Medical
Neurosciences, Campus Ambassador in France

F

rancesco was a student in the Medical Neurosciences PhD program
from 2008 to 2010 under the supervision of Prof. Sven Hendrix. His PhD
thesis was entitled “Hypothermia and C3
Peptide Promote Neurite Outgrowth and
Regeneration after Traumatic CNS Injury”. Right now, Francesco lives in Paris
doing his postdoc at the University Pierre
et Marie Curie.

neuroscience, there is an increasing desire to have a well-organized network,
which at least allows for knowing who
else works on the same broad topic. As
an example, here in Paris there is the
Ecole de Neuroscience de Paris, founded
about 5 years ago, which includes most
of the big neuroscience labs in Paris: this
doctoral school (like the Medical Neurosciences) is open merely to international
students, but like in Berlin, also here,
MZ: Francesco, you currently do your there are many other doctoral schools of my Master’s, in the radiation oncology
lab of Kai Rothkamm. My priority at that
postdoc at the University Pierre et Ma- which complement each other.
time was to learn English, or at least to
rie Curie, what is it that you are interested in researching?
Can you tell us something about the improve it, and to understand ‘how to
FB: I am a postdoc in the lab of Alain general funding in France at present behave in a lab’ (even if I never really
learned it, probably because of my Italian
Chedotal (at the Institut de la Vision), who and in the near future?
is generally interested in axonal pathfindThe impression I have (or at least I HAD genes). It was only after my Master’s that
ing during development and in particular, when I interviewed in 2010) is that money I started thinking more and more about
in molecules and receptors involved in is generally not a big issue. I say this since neuroscience, and in particular about the
midline crossing, e.g. Slits and Robos. In I found three labs I was interested in, and development and regeneration of the
parallel to the main interest of the lab, I all three of them had no problems with CNS. I did a number of interviews, from
study the role of these molecules in the funding. However, I can comment only on London to Zurich, from Trieste to Berlin,
adult brain, in collaboration with the funding at the level of PhD students and and at the end, I was lucky enough to
lab of Zhigang He at Harvard University postdocs. The ENP in primis offers a com- have the choice and I think that the one I
(USA), focusing my efforts on how these petitive salary, even if they address PhD took was a good one.
molecules function in the regeneration of students much more than postdocs.
the injured optic nerve.
What motivated you to join the Medical
What are your aspirations in your cur- Neurosciences Program and how did
rent position?
you benefit from it?
Well, the potential is huge I think. My
To be honest, I initially joined the
final goal is to combine the best regen- Medical Neuroscience because the coeration techniques with knowledge about ordinator (Lutz Steiner) was the same
axonal guidance. In the optic nerve, for as for the European network I took part
example, some labs showed regeneration in (Co.R.T.Ex.: Marie Curie Early Stage
of up to 50 % of retinal ganglion cell ax- Training), and my supervisor (Sven Henons (the neurons which populate the in- drix) strongly encouraged me to apply
ner layer of the retina) recently. However, for it. But now, having spent three years
these axons have some difficulty to get at Medical Neurosciences, I can say I
past the optic chiasm (where most of the wouldn’t exchange my experience in this
axons cross the midline before getting doctoral school with any other, especially
to the optic tract) and this is probably because of its very international and indue to the up-regulation of repulsive ax- teractive nature, and the many initiatives
onal guidance molecules. With the use of and courses offered.
(conditional) knockout mice this problem
might be overcome soon. Moreover, these What was your scientific background
factors themselves could be important to before you joined the program?
foster regeneration, independent of their
Well, I went to university in Italy, in
midline crossing function.
the student city of Padua. I studied Biotechnology, but I also did two rather long
What is the neuroscience research internships in labs in foreign countries.
community in France like?
The first one was during the second half
I have to say that I greatly enjoyed the of the third year of my Bachelor: I spent
neuroscience network I found in Berlin 5 months of Erasmus at the University of
but I have also found a nice and interac- Science and Technology of Lille (France)
tive environment here in Paris. I have the in the proteomics lab of Christian Rolanimpression that in large cities with many do. My second stay was at the University
people investigating different aspects of of Oxford (UK) for the entire second year

Where do you see yourself in 10 years
from now?
Even if I don’t feel very comfortable
in answering this question, since I have
never planned my future more than 6
months ahead, the one thing I am sure of
is that I will try to stay in academia and
most probably in a big city. I also don’t
see myself leaving the regeneration field,
but again, during my career, I always plan
my future step-by-step trying to be as
flexible as possible, both for where and
what to study.
What other passions do you follow besides neuroscience?
I guess that everyone in this field
knows that scientific research doesn’t
leave a lot of free time, especially if one
tries to have a social life. I do my best to
keep up with my interest in music, but
most of the time my clarinet looks at me
with the eyes of a dog “you don’t take out
enough to play”. Other than that, I try to
play tennis whenever I can (not very often) and I love to travel. I look forward to
having a permanent position so that I will
be able to take one month off every year
to discover a different corner of the world
(but don’t tell that to my next employer).
Thank you very much, Francesco. (mz)
www.medical-neurosciences.de
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Can we Keep our Brain Alive?
Review on the 7th International Symposium on Neuroprotection and Neurorepair 2012
By Marietta Zille, PhD Student and Nefeli Slavi, MSc Student

N

eurodegenerative and neurological diseases are major causes of
death and disability in modern
societies, affecting millions of people
worldwide. Despite their prevalence, the
underlying mechanisms remain elusive;
therefore, so far, the development of effective therapies has been limited. Can
we protect and even repair the damaged
brain? What does it take to improve preclinical and clinical studies? Experienced
scientists gathered at the 7th International Symposium on Neuroprotection
and Neurorepair held in Potsdam in May
2012 and tried to shed light on these crucial issues.
The meeting was introduced by JeanClaude Baron (Cambridge, UK) with an
inspiring talk on visualization of stroke
penumbra and core using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET). In connection
with this, further outstanding presentations on imaging emphasized the art of
technology to characterize neurodegeneration and repair.
The popular subject of neurodegeneration was additionally approached from
numerous different angles. A vivid discussion started when Britta Engelhardt
(Bern, Switzerland) argued that upon CNS
injury, neutrophils are localized in the
vascular and perivascular space instead
of migrating into the brain parenchyma.
Emmanuel Pinteaux (Manchester, UK)
came with a contradictory observation
when mentioning the role of IL-1 in the
activation of the brain endothelium and
neutrophil transmigration after stroke.
The debate was fostered further when
the role of regulatory T cells (Treg) was
discussed. Roland Veltkamp (Heidelberg,
Germany), using the MCAO model, demonstrated that Treg depletion increased
the infarct volume at day 7. On the contrary, Christoph Kleinschnitz (Würzburg,
Germany) observed reduced infarct size

in DEREG mice devoid of FoxP3-positive
Tregs, which could be reversed by adoptive transfer of Tregs.
Besides the implications of inflammation in neuronal damage, Alzheimer’s
degeneration attracted much attention.
Hans-Ulrich Bemuth (Halle, Germany)
and Steffen Rossner (Leipzig, Germany)
underlined the high abundance and toxicity of N-Pyroglutamate Aβ (pGluAβ), as
well as the emerging role of glutaminyl
cyclase (QC) in the Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) brain. While the former supported
the potential of QC inhibitors on suppressing the pGluAβ production, Rossner
focused on the mechanisms which associate pGluAβ deposition and QC localization.
The vascular aspects of neurodegeneration were also touched upon, initially
by Berislav Zlokovic (Rochester, USA),
who analyzed how BBB breakdown and
cerebral blood flow dysregulation may
contribute to neuropathological changes
and AD. In an attempt to explain the cognitive decline in AD, Nozomi Nishimura
(Ithaca, USA) proved with in vivo 2-photon microscopy in a mouse model the
extensive adhesion of leukocytes to the
capillaries, and subsequent cerebral
blood flow reduction. Both studies indicated a link between vascular and neuronal defects.
Through further discussion guided
by Didier Leys (Lille, France) it was highlighted that the borderline between
stroke and AD is not absolutely distinct;
in fact ‘unfolding’ the synergistic action
of stroke and AD is a core element for
developing specific diagnostic tools in
order to target cognitive impairment in
early stages.
Besides neurodegeneration, neuronal
regeneration and repair were also thoroughly analyzed. Several speakers referred to the long-existing idea that stem
cells (SC) would invade the damaged tissue and replace lost cells. However, this
has long been disproved and was undermined with new data by Michael Chopp
(Detroit, USA). He demonstrated that cellbased therapies orchestrate recovery by
increasing vascular and axonal density as
well as axonal sprouting, and by inducing
neurogenesis inside the subventricular
zone. A striking case report from an ongoing clinical trial was reported by Gary
Steinberg (Stanford, USA): a patient who
had experienced basal ganglia stroke 2
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years earlier, immediately showed significant improvement upon intraparenchymal injection of neural SC. Although
this functional recovery persists for two
months up until now, it is most likely attributed to a lesion effect rather than a
SC effect.

“The outlook for stroke
therapy is excellent... if
you're a rat." - Dr. Lindsay
Symon, Neurosurgeon
Lately, awareness about problems in
translating research from bench to bedside has been growing in the field, due to
the failure of innumerable clinical trials
to reproduce preclinical findings in humans. Wolf-Rüdiger Schäbitz (Bielefeld,
Germany) highlighted the lessons
learned from the AXIS II trial, in which GCSF treatment did not result in improvement after stroke. He pointed out, among
other comments, that the heterogeneity
of the patients was not reflected in the
animal models used and that all animal
studies were performed in young animals without comorbidities. In addition
to the improvement of the performance
of clinical trials, meta-analyses should
also be used for the evaluation of preclinical findings. Ulrich Dirnagl (Berlin,
Germany) presented that effect size inversely correlates with study quality and
that internal and external validity have to
be improved together with the power of
the studies. He also argued for publishing negative results, enabling replication
via international multicenter preclinical
trials. However, Prof. Dirnagl supported
that preclinical stroke research is predictive and that translation works by demonstrating a myriad of examples from the
penumbra concept, to hypothermia, and
cortical spreading depression.
The conference ended with a critical
notification: publication pressure skews
the quality of the study. The key players
in stroke research are now called upon to
change this system. If all the outstanding
researchers present at this conference
were to put their expertise together, solutions to protect and repair the brain
better could be found much easier.
We apologize for not being able to
mention all the excellent speakers of this
conference in this article due to space restrictions.
http://www.neurorepair-2012.de
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Open Positions for PhD and Master Students
Type: Lab Rotation
Title: The effects of deep brain stimulation on intracranial
self-stimulation in a rat model of depression
Field of research: Use of deep brain stimulation as a treatment
for depression, focussing specifically on anhedonia/reward
Starting date: Immediately
Research group: Experimental Psychiatry, AG Christine Winter
Contact: Ellis Rea, ellisrea@gmail.com, tel: 015787535867

Type: Lab Rotation/Master/PhD Thesis
Title: Clarify the mode of action of peptidomimetics to permeabilize the blood-brain barrier
Field of Research: Role of tight junctions in modulating bloodbrain barrier function
Starting Date: Immediately
Research Group: Molecular Cell Physiology, AG Blasig, Leibniz
Institut für Molekulare Pharmakologie (FMP)
Contact: PD Dr. Ingolf E. Blasig, IBLASIG@fmp-berlin.de, tel:
030/94793244

Type: Lab Rotation/Master/PhD Thesis
Title: Characterize a new drug enhancer of the blood-brain
barrier
Field of Research: Role of tight junctions in modulating bloodbrain barrier function
Starting Date: Immediately
Research Group: Molecular Cell Physiology, AG Blasig, Leibniz
Institut für Molekulare Pharmakologie (FMP)
Contact: PD Dr. Ingolf E. Blasig, IBLASIG@fmp-berlin.de, tel:
030/94793244

Type: Lab Rotation/Master/PhD Thesis
Title: Resolve the structure and function of the extracellular
loops (ECL) of claudins involved in the blood-brain barrier
Field of Research: Role of tight junctions in modulating bloodbrain barrier function
Starting Date: Immediately
Research Group: Molecular Cell Physiology, AG Blasig, Leibniz
Institut für Molekulare Pharmakologie (FMP)
Contact: PD Dr. Ingolf E. Blasig, IBLASIG@fmp-berlin.de, tel:
030/94793244

Type: Lab Rotation/Master/PhD Thesis
Title: Elucidate the localiztion and binding function of the blood-brain barrier protein tricellulin (Tric)
Field of Research: Role of tight junctions in modulating blood-brain barrier function
Starting Date: Immediately
Research Group: Molecular Cell Physiology, AG Blasig, Leibniz Institut für Molekulare Pharmakologie (FMP)
Contact: PD Dr. Ingolf E. Blasig, IBLASIG@fmp-berlin.de, tel: 030/94793244

Mr. Vertigo - Sandwiches, Coffee & More

Y

ou are working in Mitte, it is lunchtime and you are
looking for good homemade food just around the corner? If so, Mr. Vertigo is the place to go to. Dive into a
homey comfortable atmosphere with changing lunch options
every day. Serving as a healthy alternative to fast food, Mr.
Vertigo offers not only freshly made delicious sandwiches,
soups, and salads, but also daily varying hot meals. Can't decide what to choose? No problem! The extremely friendly staff
will help you mix and portion it as you require. Not only is Mr.
Vertigo a great lunch option, but also a hot tip for all those
with a sweet tooth. Ranging from cinnamon crumble to classic
marble cake, no cake wish remains unfulfilled. And if you still
can't get enough of Mr. Vertigo, Mr. Vertigo also caters. (vl)

Check it out:
Mr. Vertigo
Chausseestraße 17
10115 Berlin
http://www.mistervertigo.de
Price range: Lunch 3-7 Euros
Opening Hours: Mon-Fri 8 am to 6 pm and
Sat 11 am to 6 pm

Contest
For each issue, we would like to also include your contributions. You can submit anything you see fit on the topic of neuroscience. Send us your most exciting microscopic pictures, or a creative photo, thoughts on neuroscience or self-written poems
– whatever comes to your mind! The best contribution will be published and rewarded with a €25 voucher for Lehmanns
bookstore. So, what are you waiting for? Start the engine of your mind and get going! Trust us, it is worth participating! Send
your contribution to cns-newsletter@charite.de to win a €25 voucher for Lehmanns bookstore. Deadline for submission:
July 31, 2012.
This issue's winner is Nikolas Karalis who contributed hugely to the content of this issue's main theme - open access beyond the two articles that you can read in this issue. Thank you very much for your contribution!
www.medical-neurosciences.de
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News in Brief & Calendar

Next Berlin Brain Days in 2013
Please note that the Berlin Brain Days will not take place this
year and consider this when planning how to obtain your
mandatory credit points. The Berlin Brain Days and the Berlin
Neuroscience Forum (BNF) will alternate every year.
Class Attendance
Despite the risk of stating the obvious and often communicated: Attendance in all classes including lab rotations and
electives of any kind making up the modules of the MSc curriculum are compulsory, regardless of whether or not an
examination will take place. Only under extraordinary circumstances, exceptions can be made for very few formats.
In these cases, students have to prove attendance in compensatory formats approved by the office, which have to be
equivalent in topic and time spent. Please note that formal
approval has to be given by the program office and the respective lecturer in advance. Arising costs have to be covered by the student.
Publications Cannot Substitute Lab Reports
Publications of MSc students done during the curriculum
cannot substitute Lab Reports for formal reasons. This is
only possible in case of the MSc thesis.
Delegation of US BSc Students in Berlin
In the first week of June, the program will welcome a delegation of undergraduate students from the US who will spend
some time in Berlin. We, the program office, would like to call
for attendance to current students to volunteer as sightseeing guides as well as to give inputs and advice to studying in
Europe.
MedNeuro Summer Party
The MedNeuro Summer party will take place on June 7 at
5 pm at the ‘Alte Schmiede’ on our campus (Humboldt
Graduate School Luisenstr. 56 or Humboldt-Universität zu
Berlin, Philippstr. 13, 10115 Berlin).
Financial Support for Conferences
Since the ‘Reisekostenordnung’ of the Charité has changed,
financial support for conferences etc. can unfortunately not
be guaranteed by the MedNeuro office at the moment. We
will try to solve this issue, but please keep it in mind when
you plan your expenses.
Applications in 2012 and the Admission Symposium
The figures of this year's applications surged, thus, leading
to an unprecedented close competition. Applicants from all
around the world, from Aalborg, Denmark to Tegucigalpa,
Honduras, advancing to the second phase of the application process have convinced the admission committee to be
shortlisted for admission.
The well established admission symposium, a combination
of formal interviews, a second admission test, and entertainment in terms of mini-lectures, visits of laboratories, and
meet-and-greets with current students in local pubs were, according to the feedback so far, well received. We, the program
office as well as the admission committee, would like to thank
faculty and current as well as former students alike helping
us and making the applicants feel comfortable. We look forward to welcome all newly admitted students. The program
will start on Monday, October 1, 2012 with a welcome/orientation week, followed by the lecture series of Module 1 Basic
Neurobiology, starting on October 8, 2012.
2012 International Graduate Program Medical Neurosciences
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June
7

MedNeuro Summer Party at 6 pm

8-9

Clinical Scientist Summer Symposium on
Translational Medicine (http://www.stiftungcharite.de/Summer-Symposium.htm)

21-22

3rd annual conference of the German Society for Brain Stimulation

July
5-6

Berlin Neuroscience Forum 2012 (BNF 2012,
http://bnf2012.glia.mdc-berlin.de)

21-25

XX Biennial Meeting of the International
Society for Eye Research (http://www2.
kenes.com/iser)

August
18-22

30th World Congress of Biomedical Laboratory Science (http://www.ifbls-dvta2012.
com/)

September
3-8

EMBO Practical Course: Computational
analysis of protein-protein interactions for
bench biologists (www.embo.org/events)
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